Patterns of internal variability are partly responsible, but the relationships can be conflated by 23 anthropogenically-forced signals. Here we adopt a physically-based method of separating 24 internal variability from forced responses to examine how trends in large-scale patterns, simulations, but models tend to underestimate IPO variability at time-scales >10 years, and 29 AMV at time-scales >20 years. Correlations between GMST trends and these patterns are also 30 underrepresented, most strongly at 10-and 35-year time-scales, for IPO and AMV respectively. 31 Strikingly, models that simulate stronger variability of IPO and AMV also exhibit stronger 32 relationships between these patterns and GMST, predominately at the 10-and 35-year time- 
Plain Language Summary

36
Despite the smooth and steady increase of greenhouse gas concentrations, the rate of global 37 warming has not been as stable over the past century. There are periods of stronger warming, or 38 even slight cooling, in the global mean temperature record, which can persist for several years or The association of the global warming slowdown with internal variability has motivated 61 this study on the extent to which large-scale patterns of variability drive decadal or multi-decadal 62 trend changes in GMST, in both observations and models. The common view is that the Pacific
63
Ocean plays a substantial role in modulating GMST. As already noted, the IPO is thought to be Table S1 . 
